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NEW QUESTION: 1
Y designs and manufactures smartwatches. In order to stay ahead of the market, Y sometimes
releases new smartwatches when they are only 90% ready, to a limited number of customers.
At this point, Y obtains useful feedback about the smartwatch which it uses to develop later
versions of the model.
Which of the following behaviours is Y demonstrating?
A. Experiential pilots
B. Design thinking
C. Prototyping
D. Brand atomization
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A transaction originates by real users from a browser > to an IBM HTTP Server > to a WebSphere
Application Server > to a WebSphere Message Broker.
Which IBM SmartCloud Application Performance Management components should be used for
a customer to monitor the response time of this transaction?
A. ITCAM for Transactions WMQ Data Collector agent. ITCAM for WebSphere agent.
TransactionCollector agent, Transactions Reporter agent. Application Management Console,
configure application response measurement on the IBM HTTP Server
B. ITCAM for Transactions WMQ Data Collector agent. ITCAM for WebSphere agent. Transaction
Collector agent, Transactions Reporter agent. OS agent
C. ITCAM for Transactions WMQ Data Collector agent. ITCAM for WebSphere agent. Transaction
Collector agent, Transactions Reporter agent. OS agent. ITCAM for SOA agent
D. IBM Tivoli Composite Application Manager (ITCAM) for Transactions WMQ agent. ITCAM for
WebSphere agent, ETEWatch agent
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
When needing to search for a website that is no longer present on the Internet today but was
online few years back, what site can be used to view the website collection of pages?
A. Dnsstuff.com

B. Samspade.org
C. Proxify.net
D. Archive.org
Answer: D
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